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Influence of macro-topography on mechanical performance of 0.5 wt% nanoclay/multi-layer graphene-epoxy nanocomposites
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Abstract: Influence of topography on the variation in mechanical performance of 0.5 wt% multi-layer graphene (MLG)/nanoclay-epoxy nanocomposites has been studied. Three different systems were produced: 0.5 wt% MLG-EP, 0.5 wt% nanoclay-EP, and 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% nanoclay-EP. The influence of synergistic effect on mechanical performance in case of hybrid nanocomposites is also studied. Various topography parameters studied include maximum roughness height (Rz or Rmax), root mean square value (Rq), roughness average (Ra), and surface waviness (Wa). The Rz of as-cast 0.5 wt% MLG, nanoclay, and 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% nanoclay-EP nanocomposites were 41.43 µm, 43.54 µm, and 40.28 µm, respectively. The 1200P abrasive paper and the velvet cloth decreased the Rz value of samples compared with as-cast samples. In contrary, the 60P and 320P abrasive papers increased the Rz values. Due to the removal of material from the samples by erosion, the dimensions of samples decreased. The weight loss due to erosion was commensurate with the coarseness of abrasive papers. It was observed that MLG is more influential in enhancing the mechanical performance of epoxy nanocomposites than nanoclay. In addition, it was observed that mechanical performance of hybrid nanocomposites did not show a marked difference suggesting that synergistic effects are not strong enough in MLG and nanoclay.
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1. Introduction

The tribological protection of stiff technical polymers, such as epoxy, is finding proliferating
interest to employ them in mechanical engineering applications [1–5]. To grasp phenomenological understanding of tribology and fracture mechanics, it is of foremost importance to study the interplay between topographical features and bulk properties [6]. To improve the wear resistance of monolithic polymers, surface coatings are applied. It is because the preferential growth of crystallites in subsequent deposition closes the cracks and gives the option to tailor the topographical features as per the design/service requirements [7–10]. Various coating techniques include galvanic/electrochemical deposition and plasma and thermal spraying that can yield thick coatings of high load support [11].

The mechanical performance of polymers can be significantly improved with the incorporation of nano-fillers [5,12,13,14]. When multiple nano-fillers are dispersed in the polymer matrix, synergistic effects come into play [15]. Due to synergistic effects, the dispersion state of hybrid nano-fillers gets better than when single nano-filler is used. It helps improve the physical and mechanical performance of hybrid nanocomposites. Sumfleth et al. [15] produced MWNT-epoxy nanocomposites and doped the system with titania. They reported that the dispersion state of nano-fillers improved in the multiphase nanocomposites. Similarly, Ma et al. [16] produced CNT-acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) nanocomposites and doped them with nanoclay. They also observed a better dispersion state of nano-fillers. It was further reported that nanoclay is also effective in improving the dispersion state of CNT in CNT-polyamide nanocomposites. It was concluded that titania can enhance the dispersion state more than that by block copolymers. A large volume fraction of CNT can be uniformly dispersed by using titania. The extent of improvement in dispersion state of a nano-filler by another nano-filler is dependent on the extent of synergistic effects caused by hybrid nano-fillers.

The mechanical interlocking can improve the interfacial interactions in the nanocomposites [17]. Mechanical interlocking takes place when the ribs, asperities, and protrusions lock with each other resulting in stronger interfacial interactions. In addition, the capillary wetting of the fillers by the polymers can be enhanced by making the fillers more hairy, rough, and hierarchical [18]. Due to the polymer wetting and mechanical interlocking of fillers with rough surfaces, the fiber-matrix interphase is strengthened by local reinforcement [19]. As the topography is influential at the interphase level, similarly, the topography of bulk nanocomposites is of equal importance. At one side, it is important in tribological application as the co-efficient of friction is significantly dependent upon the surface condition [20–23]. On the other side, the mechanical performance of sole nanocomposites is also dependent on topography. When the surfaces contain notches, the notches generate triaxial state of stress under which the mechanical performance severely degrades [24]. Therefore, detailed observation of the influence of topography on mechanical performance of (hybrid) nanocomposites is essential. To the authors’ best knowledge, no article is yet published relating the topography, synergistic effects, dispersion state of fillers and mechanical performance of nanocomposites.

In this work, 0.5 wt% MLG/nanoclay-EP nanocomposites were processed with abrasive papers to modify the topography. Three different systems were produced: 0.5 wt% MLG-EP, 0.5 wt% nanoclay-EP, and 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% nanoclay-EP. The influence of synergistic effect on the mechanical performance in case of hybrid nanocomposites is also studied. The topography was measured using an Alicona optical microscope. The dynamic mechanical performance, mechanical performance and their variation with topography of nanocomposites were studied. The results indicated that the topography has a significant impact on the above-stated properties of 0.5 wt%
MLG/nanoclay-EP nanocomposites. In addition, it was observed that mechanical performance of hybrid nanocomposites did not show a marked difference suggesting that synergistic effects are not strong enough in MLG and nanoclay.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. Materials

MLG (99.2% purity, 80 m²/g specific surface area, 4.5 µm average lateral size, 12 nm average thickness) used was purchased from Graphene Supermarket, USA. Halloysite nanoclay was used as second filler and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The diameter of the nanoclay is between 30–70 nm with length 1–4 µm and has a tube-like morphology. The density of the nanoclay is 2.53 g/cm³ and surface area is 64 m²/g. It has low electrical and thermal conductivities and strong hydrogen interactions, on account of which the inner hydroxyl groups show greater stability than the surface hydroxyl groups. The tube-like morphology, high aspect ratio, and low percolation make halloysite nanoclay a potential reinforcement for epoxy and other polymers. The epoxy and hardeners used were based on bisphenol A-epichlorohydrin and dimethylbenzylamine isophorone diamine, respectively. The resin was purchased from Polyfibre, UK. The densities of liquid epoxy and hardener were ~1.3 g/cm³ and ~1.1 g/cm³, respectively.

2.2. Production of Samples

The fillers were dispersed in resin for 3 h using tip sonicator (Model VC 750, Vibra-cell, USA, 750 W, 250 kHz). The epoxy and hardener were degassed in separate beakers for 1 h. The mixing ratio of hardener:epoxy was 1:2 by weight. Following thorough hand mixing for 10 min, resin was again degassed for 15 min. Silicone molds were used to cast the samples. Samples were initially cured at room temperature (6 h), and to ensure proper crosslinking, post-curing was carried out at 150 °C (overnight). The abrasive papers were used to treat bottom and top surfaces of samples on grinding wheels at 150 rpm.

2.3. Characterization

ASTM Standard D792 (Equations 1 and 2) was used to measure densification. The densities of water, hardener, and epoxy were 0.9975, 1.1, and 1.3 g/cm³, respectively. Vickers microhardness was measured using Buehler Micromet II hardness tester (200 g, 10 s). Universal Testing Machine (Instron Model 3382) was used to conduct tensile test (ASTM D638, 4 mm thickness, Type-V geometry, 0.5 mm/min), three-point bending test (ASTM D790, 3 × 12.7 × 48 mm, 1.0 mm/min), and mode-I fracture toughness test (ASTM D5045, 36 × 6 × 3 mm, crack length 3 mm, 0.5 mm/min, Equations 3–5). ASTM standard D 6110 was used to measure Charpy impact toughness (specimen dimensions 64 × 12.7 × 3.2 mm with V-notch of 45°, 2.5 mm depth and 0.25 mm tip of radius) using Equation 6. The images of impactor head and sample placement are shown in Figure 1. The weight of impactor head was 400 g and length of impactor arm was 0.4 m. An Infinite focus Alicona G4 optical microscope was employed to measure topography. The working principle of the microscope is focus-follow method which is a non-contact method. DMA (PerkinElmer, Model 8000, specimen
dimensions $30 \times 8 \times 2.5$ mm, temperature range of $60–180$ °C, rate of $5$ °C/min, 1 Hz frequency with 10 N force) was used to measure dynamic mechanical performance.

$$\text{Experimental density} = \frac{\text{Weight in Air}}{\text{Weight in Air} - \text{Weight in Water}} \times \text{Density of water} \quad (1)$$

$$\text{Densification (\%)} = \frac{\text{Experimental Density}}{\text{Theoretical Density}} \times 100 \quad (2)$$

$$K_{1C} = \frac{P_{\text{max}} f\left(\frac{a}{w}\right)}{BW^{7/2}} \quad (3)$$

$$f\left(\frac{a}{W}\right) = \left[\frac{2+\frac{a}{w}}{2} + 0.0866 + 4.64\left(\frac{a}{w}\right) - 13.32\left(\frac{a}{w}\right)^2 + 14.72\left(\frac{a}{w}\right)^3 - 5.6\left(\frac{a}{w}\right)^4\right] \quad (4)$$

$$G_{1C} = \frac{K_{1C}^2(1-v^2)}{E} \quad (5)$$

$$\text{Impact toughness} = \frac{mg(h\cos \beta - \cos \alpha)}{\text{wt}} \quad (6)$$
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**Figure 1.** Impact tester head (a) and placement of sample as simply supported beam (b).

3. Results and Discussion

The topographical features of 0.5 wt% MLG-EP nanocomposites are shown in Figure 2. The roughness parameters were decreased by treatment with 1200P abrasive paper and velvet cloth while increased with 320P and 60P. Figure 2ai shows the micrograph of 0.5 wt% MLG-EP (as-cast) sample. The surface waviness (Figure 2aii) of the nanocomposites fluctuates in the range of ±15 μm while the surface roughness (Figure 2aiii) fluctuates in the range of ±40 μm. The surface roughness in as-cast samples is caused by the mold surface. From the roughness chart, pointed notches of depth of around 40 μm can be observed on the as-cast 0.5 wt% MLG-EP samples. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 2aiiv) of surface roughness varies with dominant size fraction of 2%. The roughness profile
(Figure 2av) indicates that the roughness mainly lies in the range of ±40 µm with a deep notch (red region).

**Figure 2.** Topography profiles of 0.5 wt% MLG-EP samples: (a) As-cast; (b) Velvet cloth; (c) 1200P; (d) 320P; and (E) 60P abrasive papers. In all cases, (i) optical image, (ii) surface waviness, (iii) surface roughness (selected line), (iv) topographical dimensions vs. percentage, and (v) surface profile of selected region of nanocomposites.

Figure 2bi shows the optical micrograph of 0.5 wt% MLG-EP sample processed with the velvet cloth. The waviness (Figure 2bii) fluctuates in the range of ±13 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 2biii) fluctuates in the range of ±35 µm. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 2biv) indicates a nearly uniform distribution of roughness size with dominant size fraction of 2%. The large variation in the surface roughness can be caused by the diamond paste which was used on the velvet cloth. The roughness profile (Figure 2bv) indicates that the surface roughness slightly decreased compared to as-cast sample (Figure 2av).

Figure 2ci shows the optical micrograph of 0.5 wt% MLG-EP nanocomposites processed with 1200P abrasive paper. The surface waviness (Figure 2cii) fluctuates in the range of ±10 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 2ciii) fluctuates in the range of ±10 µm. The roughness varies more rapidly than in as-cast samples and those processed with velvet cloth. However, the sharp notches have decreased. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 2civ) indicates that about uniform distribution of surface roughness was achieved with dominant size fraction of 2.2%. The roughness profile (Figure 2cv) shows that there are no deep surface notches.

Figure 2di shows that the micrograph of 0.5 wt% MLG-EP sample processed with 320P abrasive paper. The scratches of different orientation and size were produced. The waviness (Figure 2dii) fluctuates in the range of ±20 µm while the roughness (Figure 2diii) fluctuates in the range of ±50 µm. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 2div) indicates that the dominant roughness fraction is 1.4%. The roughness profile (Figure 2dv) shows that deep notches emerge on sample
surface by treatment with 320P.

Figure 2ei shows the micrograph of 0.5 wt% MLG-EP sample processed with 60P paper. A coarse topography was achieved with high surface roughness. The waviness (Figure 2eii) fluctuates in the range of ±30 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 2eiii) fluctuates in the range of ±100 µm. The deep sharp notches can be seen which significantly affect the mechanical performance of nanocomposites. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 2eiv) indicates that dominant fraction of surface roughness is 1.2%. The surface profile (Figure 2ev) shows the coarse topography with abruptly changing roughness. Similar results were observed for 0.5 wt% nanoclay-EP (Figure 3) and 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% nanoclay-EP samples (Figure 4).

Figure 3ai shows the optical micrograph of as-cast 0.5 wt% clay-EP sample. The waviness (Figure 3aaii) of the sample varies between ±15 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 3aaiii) varies between ±40 µm. This surface roughness is coming from the mold surface. The surface roughness graph shows that pointed notches of about 40 µm are present on the as-cast 0.5 wt% clay-EP samples. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 3aaiiv) shows that the roughness size is distributed with dominant size fraction of 4%. The roughness profile (Figure 3aav) shows that most of the roughness lies within ±40 µm with a deep notch (red region).

Figure 3bi shows the optical micrograph of 0.5 wt% clay-EP sample treated with velvet cloth for 1 min (each side) on rotating wheels with rotational speed of 150 rpm. The waviness (Figure 3bii) varies between ±15 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 3biii) varies between ±35 µm. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 3biv) shows that the roughness size is nearly uniformly distributed with dominant size fraction of 1.8%. The large range of surface roughness can be explained on the basis of diamond paste. The diamond paste had average particle size of 3 µm. Therefore, remnant dispersed and agglomerated diamond particles contributed toward surface roughness. The roughness profile (Figure 3bav) shows that the surface roughness slightly decreased compared to as-cast sample (Figure 3av).

Figure 3ci shows the optical micrograph of 0.5 wt% clay-EP sample treated with abrasive paper 1200P. The waviness (Figure 3cii) varies between ±10 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 3ciii) varies between ±10 µm. The surface roughness fluctuates more quickly than in as-cast and velvet treated samples. However, the sharp notches have decreased. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 3civ) shows that a nearly uniform distribution of roughness was obtained with dominant size fraction of 2.2%. The roughness profile (Figure 3cv) shows that there are no deep surface notches.

Figure 3di shows the optical micrograph of 0.5 wt% clay-EP sample treated with abrasive paper 320P. The scratches of different size and orientation can be observed. The waviness (Figure 3dii) varies between ±20 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 3diii) varies between ±50 µm. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 3div) shows that the dominant roughness fraction is 2%. The roughness profile (Figure 3dvi) shows that deep notches emerge on sample surface by treatment with 320P.

Figure 3ei shows the optical micrograph of 0.5 wt% clay-EP sample treated with abrasive paper 60P. A coarse topography can be observed. The waviness (Figure 3eii) varies between ±30 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 3eiii) varies between ±100 µm. The deep pointed notches can be observed which can later influence the mechanical properties of the samples. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 3eiv) shows that dominant roughness fraction is 1.6%. The surface profile of larger sample (Figure 3ev) shows that coarse topography is present with abruptly changing roughness.
Figure 3. Topography profiles of 0.5 wt% nanoclay-EP samples: (a) As-cast; (b) Velvet cloth; (c) 1200P; (d) 320P; and (E) 60P abrasive papers. In all cases, (i) optical image, (ii) surface waviness, (iii) surface roughness (selected line), (iv) topographical dimensions vs. percentage, and (v) surface profile of selected region of nanocomposites.

Figure 4ai shows the optical micrograph of as-cast 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP sample. The waviness (Figure 4a(ii)) of the sample varies between ±15 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 4a(iii)) varies between ±40 µm. This surface roughness is coming from the mold surface. The surface roughness graph shows that pointed notches of about 40 µm are present on the as-cast 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP samples. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 4a(iv)) shows that the roughness size is distributed with dominant size fraction of 1%. The roughness profile (Figure 4a(v)) shows that most of the roughness lies within ±40 µm.

Figure 4bi shows the optical micrograph of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP sample treated with velvet cloth for 1 min (each side) on rotating wheels with rotational speed of 150 rpm. The waviness (Figure 4b(ii)) varies between ±15 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 4b(iii)) varies between ±35 µm. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 4b(iv)) shows that the roughness size is nearly uniformly distributed with dominant size fraction of 2.2%. The large range of surface roughness can be explained on the basis of diamond paste. The diamond paste had average particle size of 3 µm. Therefore, remnant dispersed and agglomerated diamond particles contributed toward surface roughness. The roughness profile (Figure 4b(v)) shows that the surface roughness slightly decreased compared to as-cast sample (Figure 4a(v)).

Figure 4ci shows the optical micrograph of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP sample treated with abrasive paper 1200P. The waviness (Figure 4c(ii)) varies between ±10 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 4c(iii)) varies between ±10 µm. The surface roughness fluctuates more quickly than in as-cast and velvet treated samples. However, the sharp notches have decreased. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 4c(iv)) shows that a nearly uniform distribution of roughness was obtained with dominant size fraction of 2%. The roughness profile (Figure 4c(v)) shows that there are no deep
surface notches.

Figure 4di shows that the optical micrograph of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP sample treated with abrasive paper 320P. The scratches of different size and orientation can be observed. The waviness (Figure 4dii) varies between ±20 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 4diii) varies between ±50 µm. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 4div) shows that the dominant roughness fraction is 1.4%. The roughness profile (Figure 4dvi) shows that deep notches emerge on sample surface by treatment with 320P.

Figure 4ei shows the optical micrograph of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP sample treated with abrasive paper 60P. A coarse topography can be observed. The waviness (Figure 4eii) varies between ±30 µm while the surface roughness (Figure 4eiii) varies between ±100 µm. The deep pointed notches can be observed which can later influence the mechanical properties of the samples. The Gaussian distribution (Figure 4eiv) shows that dominant roughness fraction is 1.6%. The surface profile of larger sample (Figure 4ev) shows that coarse topography is present with abruptly changing roughness.

Figure 4. Topography profiles of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% nanoclay-EP samples: (a) As-cast; (b) Velvet cloth; (c) 1200P; (d) 320P; and (E) 60P abrasive papers. In all cases, (i) optical image, (ii) surface waviness, (iii) surface roughness (selected line), (iv) topographical dimensions vs. percentage, and (v) surface profile of selected region of nanocomposites.

The variation in mechanical performance with topography is shown in Figure 5. The densification of samples (Figure 5a) was around 99.5% and weight loss by treating abrasive papers (Figure 5b) was highest in case of 60P abrasive paper (16%). The microhardness (Figure 5c) increased in case of nanocomposites processed with velvet cloth and 1200P paper decreased when samples were processed with 320P and 60P abrasive papers. The maximum microhardness was recorded in case of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% caly-EP nanocomposites. The Young’s modulus
increased in all cases when samples were processed with 1200P abrasive paper and velvet cloth. However, the stiffness decreased when the nanocomposites were processed with 320P and 60P abrasive papers. The values indicate that stiffness can be enhanced by processing the nanocomposites with velvet cloth and 1200P paper and decreased by processing the nanocomposites with 320P and 60P papers. The maximum increase in Young’s modulus was observed in case of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP nanocomposites and in case of nanocomposites processed with 1200P abrasive paper.

**Figure 5.** (a) Densification; (b) weight loss; (c) microhardness (d–ℓ) Mechanical performance of 0.5 wt% MLG/nanoclay-EP nanocomposites: (d) Young’s modulus; (e) UTS; (f) tensile strain; (g) flexural modulus; (h) flexural strength; (i) flexural strain; (j) $K_{IC}$; (k) $G_{IC}$; and (ℓ) Charpy impact toughness.

The UTS (Figure 5e) also increased in all cases when nanocomposites were processed with 1200P abrasive paper and velvet cloth. However, the stiffness decreased when the nanocomposites...
were processed with 60P and 320P abrasive papers. The values show that UTS can be improved by treating the nanocomposites with 1200P abrasive paper and velvet cloth and decreased by treating the nanocomposites with 60P and 320P abrasive papers. The maximum increase in UTS was observed in case of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP nanocomposites processed with 1200P abrasive paper.

The variation in tensile strain with topography is shown in Figure 5f. The tensile strain increased with high surface roughness values. It can be because of the reduction in strength and stiffness values. The treatment with velvet cloth did not show any visible change in tensile strain. However, the tensile strain slightly increased when the nanocomposites were processed with 1200P abrasive paper. Similar results were shown by nanocomposites when tested for flexural properties (Figure 5g–i). The values indicate that from the three compositions made with five surface conditions for each composition, the best combination of mechanical performance can be achieved in case of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% clay-EP nanocomposites processed with 1200P abrasive paper.

The variation in fracture toughness (K1C) with topography is shown in Figure 5j. The K1C remained impervious to any variation in topography. However, the standard deviation is not the same. It can be explained on the basis of tip of notch. A razor blade was used to sharpen the tip of notch that may not crate tips of equal curvature and length. The other factor can be distribution, size, and volume fraction of porosity influencing the mechanical performance of nanocomposites. The variation in G1C with topography is shown in Figure 5k. The G1C increased with increasing surface roughness values. However, as K1C remained impervious to topography, therefore, the variation in G1C should not directly result from the variation in topography. $K_{IC}^2$ was divided by stiffness to calculate G1C. As stiffness decreased with increasing surface roughness values, therefore, a high value of G1C resulted by increasing surface roughness. The variation in Charpy impact toughness with topography is shown in Figure 5ℓ. Although K1C remained impervious to any variation in topography, however, topography showed a pronounced impact on impact toughness indicating that topography is more influential under impact loading.

The variation in dynamic mechanical performance with topography is shown in Figure 6. The highest $T_g$ was observed in case of 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% nanoclay-EP samples indicating that the nano-fillers have the ability to provide thermal stability by physically constricting the epoxy chains as well as by enhancing the dissipation of thermal flux [14]. The processing with papers has not influenced the dynamic mechanical performance of nanocomposites. It is because the dynamic mechanical performance is mainly dependent on the structure of sample. As treatment with abrasive papers did not change structure of the nanocomposites, therefore, it did not change the dynamic mechanical performance. It can further be concluded that surface notches up to ±100 µm do not change the dynamic mechanical performance of nanocomposites.

The surface roughness of as-cast nanocomposites was ±43 µm. The surface roughness of nanocomposites processed with velvet cloth and 1200P paper became ±33 µm and ±13 µm, respectively. Therefore, the increase in UTS and modulus can be related to the decrease in surface roughness values. Hence, stiffness and strength of nanocomposites can be improved by treating them with 1200P abrasive paper and velvet cloth. Furthermore, the surface roughness values of nanocomposites, processed with 320P and 60P abrasive papers, became ±52 µm and ±103 µm, respectively. Therefore, the decrease in strength and stiffness of nanocomposites by treating them with 60P and 320P abrasive paper can be related to the increase in surface roughness. From the surface roughness values, and details of mechanical performance, it can be stated that the roughness
up to about ±20 µm is benign for mechanical performance of nanocomposites. Similarly, mechanical performance starts degrading when surface roughness exceeds ±20 µm.

The $K_{IC}$ values of nanocomposites remained impervious to any variation in topography. It can be explained on the basis of loading axis, orientation and surface notches. The wider (bottom and top) surfaces of the nanocomposites were only processed with the abrasive papers. The thinner sides were not processed. Therefore, when bending loading was applied, the surfaces with coarse topography were oriented along the loading axis. The size of the sample notch (3 mm) was much bigger than the surface notches generated by the abrasive papers (±100 µm). Therefore, the orientation of surface

**Figure 6.** Dynamic mechanical performance of 0.5 wt% MLG-EP nanocomposites (left column), 0.5 wt% nanoclay-EP (middle column), and 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% nanoclay-EP (right column): (a–c) storage modulus, (d–f) loss modulus, (g–i) Tanδ (loss factor), and (j–ℓ) $T_g$, Tanδ, loss modulus, and storage modulus values corresponding to $T_g$. 

The $K_{IC}$ values of nanocomposites remained impervious to any variation in topography. It can be explained on the basis of loading axis, orientation and surface notches. The wider (bottom and top) surfaces of the nanocomposites were only processed with the abrasive papers. The thinner sides were not processed. Therefore, when bending loading was applied, the surfaces with coarse topography were oriented along the loading axis. The size of the sample notch (3 mm) was much bigger than the surface notches generated by the abrasive papers (±100 µm). Therefore, the orientation of surface
notches with respect to loading axis and the relative size of surface notches with respect to sample notch could possibly be the reasons that $K_{IC}$ showed no variation with topography.

The increase in hardness can also be related to the variation in surface roughness. When surfaces are coarse, the indenter may sit at the edge of the ridge. In that case, less resistance will be observed by the material and hence low hardness will be recorded. This is a possible reason that low hardness was recorded in samples processed with 60P and 320P abrasive papers. On the other hand, when surfaces are smooth, strong resistance will be offered by the material against the penetration of indenter. In that case, high hardness will be observed. This could be the possible reason for high hardness observed in nanocomposites processed with 1200P abrasive paper and velvet cloth.

The treatment of 0.5 wt% MLG/nanoclay-EP nanocomposites with abrasive papers produced topographical features with disparate orientation of surface notches, their shape and size. It can arise from the variation in surface roughness and size distribution of particles of the papers employed. Another momentous related phenomenon can be the formation of crater [25]. When two surfaces are rubbed against each other, the extent of erosion depends on the roughness of the mating surfaces. Even the best polished surfaces show surface roughness at microscopic level [26]. When surfaces are smooth, the coefficient of friction is low. Hence, less erosion takes place. On the contrary, when the surfaces are coarse, the coefficient of friction is high. Hence, large erosion takes place. In addition to large erosion there is possibility that the debris formed may not find a way to escape. In that case, they get trapped in between the mating surfaces. These debris may coalesce due to mechanical interlocking and cold welding. If surface energy is taken into account, then reduction in free energy could be a reason for coalescence. The coalesced debris are pressed against the mating surface and result in the formation of deep crater. This crater may significantly degrade the mechanical performance of mating surfaces by causing stress concentration. Hence, roughness above certain threshold may significantly deteriorate mechanical performance of nanocomposites.

As air bubbles have lower density than that of epoxy, therefore, they tend to move out of the epoxy during curing. The velocity of air bubbles is directly proportional to the size of the air bubbles. Some of the air bubbles may escape the nanocomposites because of their higher velocity and proximity to the surface. However, those air bubbles that would not be able to escape will segregate near the surface such that the bigger bubbles will be closer to the surface than the smaller bubbles. The size of bigger bubbles may be large enough to cause a significant amount of stress concentration that can further cause deterioration in the mechanical performance. Therefore, removing the material from the surface will remove the areas with majority of defects. The presence of air bubble next to the surface can be witnessed in the literature [27]. Warrier et al. produced carbon nanotubes filled epoxy nanocomposites using vacuum bagging. They reported that air bubbles were concentrated on the edges of produced surfaces [27]. They further reported that CNT reinforced samples had more air bubbles than those without CNT [27]. Some of the authors have also shown that air bubbles are retained in nanocomposites produced using solution casting technique [13,28]. Once the surface material is removed, then not only the surface notches can be removed, but also the regions with the air bubbles. A similar technique is used to forge and cast metals and alloys. For example, forged steel contains scale at its surface arising from the reaction of iron with oxygen at high temperature which produces iron oxide. The forged steel parts are machined to remove undesired materials as well as to get surface of required finish. In a similar way, removing surface material may help improve mechanical performance of polymer nanocomposites.
4. Conclusion

The 0.5 wt% MLG/nanoclay-epoxy nanocomposites were successfully produced and surfaces of nanocomposites were processed with velvet cloth and various papers. The mechanical and dynamic mechanical performance was studied of surface modified nanocomposites. The surface roughness decreased by processing the nanocomposites with velvet cloth and 1200P abrasive paper and enhanced by 320P and 60P abrasive papers. The treatment with 1200P abrasive paper showed better results than other abrasive papers. The topography can significantly influence the mechanical performance of nanocomposites. The tensile properties start degrading when surface notches exceed ±20 µm. However, flexural properties are less sensitive to topography than tensile properties and start degrading after ±50 µm. The tensile strength of as-cast 0.5 wt% MLG-EP nanocomposites is 59 MPa while that of 0.5 wt% nanoclay-EP nanocomposites is 47 MPa. The flexural properties and microhardness showed similar trends. Therefore, it can be concluded that MLG is more influential than nanoclay in enhancing the mechanical performance of epoxy nanocomposites. The tensile strength of as-cast 0.25 wt% MLG-0.25 wt% nanoclay-EP nanocomposites is 63 MPa which is close to 0.5 wt% MLG-EP nanocomposites. Therefore, it can be concluded that synergistic effects are not prominent enough at 0.5 wt% to cause a significant improvement in mechanical performance of produced nanocomposites. The topographical features did not change the dynamic mechanical performance. Therefore, it can be concluded that dynamic mechanical performance is impervious to topographical features of nanocomposites (at least up to ±100 µm).
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